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Highlights 

Background 

The Government of Indonesia is aiming to diversify the country’s food system by developing and 

strengthening high-value-added and more nutrient-rich value chains. In this regard, the government is 

focusing on diversifying into horticulture and small ruminant livestock. Undertaking Value Chain Analysis 

(VCA) is a critical part of this process as it helps in the identification of constraints and opportunities in 

relevant sectors. Agriculture funding and finance are vital components of this analytical process.   

This report presents a preliminary overview of opportunities and constraints as well as areas for future 

interventions. The analysis is based on a World Bank and FAO scoping mission to Indonesia that took place 

between March 2- March 13, 2020. 

Identified Opportunities 

This report focuses on the supply-side of capital.  The key findings suggest that supply-side constraints 

are minimal. The liquidity in Indonesia’s banking system is sufficient and there already exist extensive 

physical banking networks within the country. The Indonesian banking networks include a selection of 

commercial and specialized banks, membership-based groups, and fintech organizations. Also, there exist 

several large food manufacturers that could potentially aid in the process of financing and the creation of 

linkages through vertical integration of value chains. The Small and Medium Size Enterprises (SMEs) in the 

food and agriculture sectors have been growing strongly, and they can act as accelerators and facilitate 

the process. The Indonesian government is supporting the development of value chains and has been 

actively promoting the creation of farmer organizations to aid the process. Lastly, there exists a demand 

for the creation of a blended finance facility that could help amplify the effects of the value chain projects, 

and the Tropical Landscapes Finance Facility (TLFF) is a proof of such a concept that is working well in 

Indonesia. 

Identified Constraints 

While in Indonesia, there are vast opportunities for value chain improvement, facilitation, and 

development, there exist several constraints on the funding/credit access side that could interfere with 

the process such as:  

• As banking networks are already extensive, their further expansion is unlikely to constitute an 

effective tool for expanding credit access.  

• Limited farmers’ bankability, due mostly to lack of collateral, small farm size, and information 

asymmetries between borrowers and lenders.  

• Existing farmer organizations do not have direct access to bank funding. The legalization 

requirements for farmer organizations are stringent which additionally impedes their access to 

credit.  

• Lack of strong off-taker/producer partnerships that could further enhance capital access for 

farmers. 
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Recommendations  

Since the supply side of capital is well developed, the focus should be put on the minimization of 

constraints currently seen on the demand side of the equation. At this juncture, the main 

recommendation is to aim future interventions at making farmers themselves more attractive to financial 

institutions, as opposed to making banks more accessible to farmers. Some of the potential interventions 

that could aid in this process include: 

▪ Creation and facilitation of partnerships with private sector actors such as major/SME food 

manufacturers, retailers, exporters, and E-commerce platforms. These actors could take the role 

of potential off-takers acting as intermediaries to channel capital to primary producers. 

▪ Establishment of partnerships with financial intermediaries (e.g., banks and MFIs). 

▪ Partnering with fintech companies, thereby enabling these organizations to upscale their business 

models through better access to capital. This, in turn, would augment farmers’ access to credit. 

▪ Partnering with SME incubators/accelerators/impact investment funds. 

▪ Helping farmers enhance their bankability by, for example, providing smart solutions for 

collateral/land tenure verification and enabling access to capacity development services (e.g., 

business plans). 

▪ Assisting in the organization of farmers into groups and/or strengthening of existing farmer 

organizations as farmer groups. This should help their members gain bargaining power over input 

suppliers, off-takers, and financial institutions. 

▪ Engaging in policy dialogue to ease current government restrictions. This dialogue should aim at 

helping farmer organizations in obtaining direct lending from banks. 

▪ Setting up a fund that provides grants for establishing and strengthening farmer organizations. 

▪ Creating an entrepreneur incubation fund that provides grant funding to train farmers, thereby 

enabling farmers to become business leaders. 

▪ Creation of an innovative blended financing scheme to mobilize commercial as well as 

concessional capital to enhance the financial sustainability of the above-mentioned interventions. 

Organization of Report 

This report is composed of five sections. The first section (Background) lays out the project’s context. The 

second section (Value Chain Snapshots) consists of a brief discussion about the horticulture and small-

ruminant sectors. The third section (Financing Landscape) provides a portrayal of the current agriculture 

financing landscape in Indonesia and describes a potential financing mechanism that mobilizes private 

sector actors and investors to strengthen the interventions and enforce their sustainability. The fourth 

section (Agriculture Financing Constraints) discusses identified obstacles that negatively influence 

Farmers’ access to credit.  Lastly, the fifth section (Recommendations) outlines recommendations and 

discusses proposals for potential interventions. 
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1 Background  

The Government of Indonesia has expressed an interest to the World Bank Group (WBG) to develop a 

project that would support a transition towards a modern, competitive and more diverse food system. 

This transformation is required to respond to increasing demand for a more diverse range of foods among 

an increasingly urban and wealthy population in Indonesia. Despite significant advances made in 

agriculture technology, Indonesian farm support programs have focused mainly on rice and palm oil. 

Consequently, there exists a gap in addressing issues associated with the diversification of on-farm 

production, demand-driven and market-based agriculture production as well as creation of supply chains 

of value-added food products. While it is expected that the demand for high value and nutritionally 

diverse commodities driven by both local and foreign demand will be increasing, there is a need to support 

Indonesian farmers and other actors along the food supply chains in meeting this opportunity.  

The prospect of designing a new investment project requires the identification of public investment 

priorities for the performance improvement of agri-food value chains. Therefore, this report aims to 

identify opportunities and constraints in key value chains with a focus put on horticulture products and 

small ruminant livestock.  

This background report will contribute to a larger study on agriculture value chains, which was planned 

to be undertaken during March and April 2020. The study was expected to be conducted in partnership 

with the Ministry of Agriculture and FAO and would contain the following parts:  

1. Value chain constraints analysis: to identify opportunities for improvement and possible project 

interventions, based on the examination of performance of selected key value chains  

2. Agriculture finance overview: to identify private and public providers of agriculture and 

agribusiness finance, highlighting constraints regarding access to finance by farmers and other 

value chain participants and identifying entry points for project interventions. 

3. Digital agriculture overview: to identify entry points for project interventions through 

assessment of issues and options for promoting digital agriculture and mapping the landscape of 

digital service providers. 

4. Human resource development in agriculture: to assess how agriculture extension, training and 

education will need to be adapted to attract a new generation of farmers and agro-

entrepreneurs, and bring about agriculture modernization.  

Due to COVID-19 related travel restrictions, the full set of activities under this ASA could not be 

undertaken as planned. Only the agriculture finance overview (2) and the digital agriculture overview (3) 

were prepared, within limitations imposed by the inability to organize physical meetings or field work. 

Hence, these reports offer an initial assessment which can be further supplemented during 2020/21.  

This background paper aims to provide an assessment of the issues and options in improving access to 

finance in the agriculture sector, including all stakeholders along the value chain. Although access to 

finance is cross-cutting across all commodities, the focus was on horticulture and small ruminant value 

chains as those were identified as priority commodity categories by the Ministry of Agriculture.  
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2    Value Chain Snapshots 

2.1 Horticulture sector in Indonesia 

Indonesia is endowed with mineral rich volcanic soils and a varied tropical climate, which is favorable for 

horticulture production and enables counter-seasonal cultivation.1  Consequently, Indonesian farmers 

cultivate a variety of horticultural products, ranging from native fruits (e.g., durian, mangosteen, 

rambutan, salak, jackfruit, mango, kedondong, jambu air, buni, jamblang,  and kecapi) to more 

mainstream products such as chilli, shallot, cayenne pepper. Indonesia’s varied topography also offers 

growth opportunities for non-tropical horticultural products, such as apples, strawberries, honeydew, 

grapes and dragon fruit, all of which are grown in the cooler mountainous region of Indonesia. Factors 

such as seasonal availability, proximity to production, and transportation accessibility drive volatility and 

unevenness in the prices of these products. Indonesia's per-capita consumption of horticulture products 

is still relatively low; however, as consumers become wealthier, they in turn become more health 

conscious and less reliant on a rice-heavy diet.2 As such, Indonesia’s horticulture sector presents 

significant growth potential.  The Indonesian Ministry of Agriculture (MOA) is estimating that Indonesia’s 

average vegetable and fruit consumption (gram/capita/day) will rise from 244.3g in 2019 to 316.3g in 

2024 or +5% per year.  

Against this backdrop, value chain development could certainly help the sector meet this growing 

demand, as there are still many issues to address across the value chain. Smallholder horticulture farmers, 

for example, face multiple challenges such as reliance on low-quality seeds, lack of credit access, lack of 

access to sophisticated equipment and training/extension services, and inefficient post-harvest 

management. There is also much room for improvement in storage and transportation methods, as the 

use of traditional, open air trucks often results in spoilage. Lastly, horticulture producers typically lack 

access to modern retail outlets such as supermarkets.3 

2.2 Small ruminant livestock sector in Indonesia 

The Government of Indonesia is exploring opportunities to grow the small ruminant livestock subsector 

for domestic consumption and exports. This strategy should have a particularly positive wealth effect on 

smallholder farmers. In Indonesia, small ruminants play an important role for small farmers, not only 

because they offer potential income, but also because they produce manure to fertilize the land, and act 

as live savings in case farmers have urgent cash needs. Crop production, on the other hand, can only 

generate cash when products are sold. Notably, nearly all small ruminants in Indonesia reside on 

smallholder farmers and the contribution of small ruminants to the total farm income is relatively higher 

on small farms than on larger farms.4 The Ministry of Agriculture in Indonesia (MOA) is targeting to 

increase food production by 7% each year on average, virtually across all categories.  

 

1 http://www.gbgindonesia.com/en/agriculture/article/2014/organic_growth_horticulture_in_indonesia.php 
2 http://www.gbgindonesia.com/en/agriculture/article/2014/organic_growth_horticulture_in_indonesia.php 
3 http://www.gbgindonesia.com/en/agriculture/article/2014/organic_growth_horticulture_in_indonesia.php 
4 Budisatria, I.G.S., 2006 Dynamics of small ruminant development in Central Java-Indonesia  PhD Thesis, Animal Production 
Systems Group, Wageningen University 
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Table 1 below shows more details about MOA’s horticulture and small ruminant production targets. 

Table 1: Production targets of MoA 

Horticulture and Livestock UNIT 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 

Avg 

Increase 

(%) 

         Big chillies mill ton 1.27 1.35 1.45 1.55 1.66 1.77 7% 

         Cabai Rawit (cayenne pepper) mill ton 1.37 1.47 1.57 1.68 1.8 1.92 7% 

          Shallots mill ton 1.52 1.63 1.74 1.86 1.99 2.13 7% 

         Cattle/caribau   000 ton 
 

422 452 483 517 553 7% 

         Sheep  000 ton 
 

50 54 58 62 66 7% 

         Goats 000 ton 
 

65 70 75 80 86 7% 

         Pigs 000 ton 
 

155 166 177 189 203 7% 

         Local chicken 000 ton 
 

299 320 343 366 392 7% 

         Broiler 000 ton 
 

3683 3941 4217 4512 4828 7% 

         Duck 000 ton   40 42 45 49 52 7% 

Source: MOA. Note: There are a few categories with target growth rates lower than 7% such as cattle (+4.5%) and cloves (+2.6%). 

3 Financing Landscape 

According to the Bank of Indonesia, Indonesia’s total loan market size is about $400 billion, of which the 

total agriculture loan market size (labeled as ‘Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry Sector’) is  about $26 

billion. However, it is estimated that a bulk of these agriculture loans is disbursed to the palm oil sector.  

In Indonesia, there are approximately 50 million individuals who are engaged in the agriculture sector, of 

which 33 million are farmers. The MOA does not possess exact data, however, it is suspected that a large 

portion of these farmers do not have access to credit. On the credit supply side, there exist several 

financing actors across the agriculture value chain, including commercial banks, specialized banks, 

membership-based groups, fintech, and public sector programs.  

3.1 Credit suppliers 

3.1.1 Commercial banks 

In Indonesia, there are 10 major commercial banks as of December 2019 (Table 2 below). The top 10 banks 

account for ~60% of the total commercial bank assets, and the average asset size of the next 100 banks is 

approximately $2 billion, implying significant room for consolidation. Commercial banks’ lending rates are 

from 12 to15%.  

As of December 2019, the average credit interest rate for the agriculture, hunting and forestry sector was 

10%. Notably, Bank of Indonesia’s 7-day Repo Rate (key policy rate) was 5% as of December 2019, versus 
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the 10-year Indonesian sovereign bond yield of ~7%. (see Annex 1). Key sector statistics include: ROA 

(Return on Assets) = 2.5%; NIM (Net Interest Margin)= 4.9%; NPL (Non-performing Loan Ratio) = 2.8%; 

Agriculture NPL = 1.5%.5 

3.1.2 Specialized banks 

Indonesian specialized banks are usually licensed for limited operations and services. The category is 

comprised of rural banks-people credit banks (Bank Perkreditan Rakyat (BPR)) and non-bank finance 

companies. BPR cannot provide services such as credit transfer, foreign currency transactions, and 

insurance; therefore, by default, BPR targets small clients. As of December 2019, 1,545 of these banks 

were labeled as ‘rural banks.’7 Rural banks typically lend at the interest rate of 1+%/month over an average 

term of roughly four months.8 The average annual credit interest rates for rural banks is 28.9%. Other 

average key sector statistics include: ROA = 2.3%; NPL = 6.8%.9 The total asset size of specialized banks is 

approximately $11 billion (in aggregate), and the average asset size of individual specialized banks is 

approximately $7 million, as of December 2019 (for more details, please see Annex 1). 

3.1.2.1 Membership-based institutions 

Besides commercial and rural banks, in Indonesia, there exist membership-based institutions like 

Microfinance Institution for Agribusiness: Lembaga Keuangan Mikro Agrbisnis - LKMA), Pincuran Bonjo, 

KJKS or BMT UGT Sidogiri, and KUD Mina Samudera.10 There are 1,212 OJK registered MFIs, of which 85 

of them are agriculture MFIs. Almost all of these 1,212 MFIs function as cooperatives. 

 

5 Bank Indonesia 
6 https://www.cnnindonesia.com/ekonomi/20190201161251-78-365751/bank-btpn-geser-dua-pemain-lawas-masuk-daftar-10-
bank-besar 
7 Indonesia Banking Statistics - Vol. 18 No. 1 December 2019 
8 Bank Indonesia and the Ministry of Agriculture 
9 Bank Indonesia and the Ministry of Agriculture 
10 APRACA RuFBeP Publication 2015-16/2  

Table 2: Major banks in Indonesia 

Top 10 banks ranked by total assets, as of 2018: 6 
1. Bank Rakyat Indonesia (BRI) IDR 1,125 trillion/$80 billion (state owned) 
2. Bank Mandiri IDR 1,017 trillion/$73 billion (state owned) 
3. Bank Central Asia (BCA)  IDR 783 trillion/$56 billion 
4. Bank Negara Indonesia (BNI) IDR 712 trillion/$51 billion (state owned) 
5. Bank Tabungan Negara (BTN) IDR 272 trillion/$19 billion (state owned) 
6. Bank CIMB Niaga  IDR 259 trillion/19 billion 
7. Panin Bank   IDR 186 trillion/$13 billion 
8. Bank OCBC NISP  IDR 163 trillion/$12 billion 
9. Bank Maybank Indonesia IDR 157 trillion/$ 11 billion 
10. Bank Permata IDR 155 trillion/$ 10.9 billion 

 

https://www.cnnindonesia.com/ekonomi/20190201161251-78-365751/bank-btpn-geser-dua-pemain-lawas-masuk-daftar-10-bank-besar
https://www.cnnindonesia.com/ekonomi/20190201161251-78-365751/bank-btpn-geser-dua-pemain-lawas-masuk-daftar-10-bank-besar
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3.1.2.1.1 Gapoktan 

The MOA promotes the establishment of Gapoktan, which is a generic form of farmer groups in Indonesia. 

Gapoktan can also be transformed/upgraded into LKMA if farmers want to establish a microfinance 

business institution instead of one with only cultivation-related activities. Gapoktan or LKMA could be 

recognized by Agricultural Service at a District level, but not necessarily as a legal entity. LKMAs can be 

upgraded to be cooperatives and/or micro finance institutions if they apply for a legal entity status as 

recognized by the Ministry of Human Rights and Law and/or Financial Service Authority (OJK).    

3.1.2.1.2 PUAP 

About 10 years ago, MOA had the Village Agribusiness Development Program (PUAP), which granted IDR 

100 million ($7,000) to 52,187 village level groups (Gapoktan). Out of these groups, 7,000 became MFIs 

for Agribusiness (LKMA). Approximately 700 out of the 7,000 LKMAs are now registered with the 

Ministry of Human Rights and Law as legal cooperatives. OJK has permitted 115 to become legal LKMAs, 

out of which 85 maintained their legal status as of 2019. It is unclear as to how many farmers are 

reached via these MFIs. LKMA follows the regulations as a cooperative and typically bundles products 

such as compulsory savings, voluntary savings, and loans.  

While cooperatives can become an MFI,  60% of it must be owned by the government. If it is a PT, this 

public ownership requirement is not applicable. One advantage of OJK-registration is that it enables 

MFIs to disburse loans to non-members; otherwise, it is not clear if there is any other merit. MFIs often 

fail to meet requirements to maintain their legal status (e.g., reporting requirements), partly because of 

it, even though OJK offers temporary licenses to incentivize OJK-registration.   

3.1.3 Fintech 

There exist abundant opportunities to utilize mobile phones in agriculture as Indonesia’s rural phone 

penetration is currently at around 70 percent. Notably, there are over 160 fintech operators registered in 

OJK.11 According to UNCDF, mobile money companies have been increasingly offering short-term credit 

by digitally tracking farmers’ payment histories, savings patterns and mobile-money usage to generate a 

credit score reflecting the farmer’s credit risk. Still, smallholder farmers usually rely on moneylenders for 

large loans.12  

Digital platforms in agriculture have also been emerging, and platforms such as TaniHub, iGrow and 

Crowde provide a wide range of services, from seller-to-buyer e-commerce and weather prediction to 

online consultancy. Investment opportunities to farmers, such as P2P (peer-to-peer) lending and harvest 

insurance, are also provided on some platforms.13Moreover, scalable as they may sound, fintech models 

cannot just focus on lending as they grow; instead, as Tumbur Pardede of the Indonesia Fintech Lending 

Association (AFPI) argues, they must offer extensive hands-on services and focus on building an 

ecosystem. PISAgro also agrees with this notion, underscoring that some fintech firms even aim to 

 

11 Penyelenggara fintech terdaftar dan berizin 20 Desember 2019 
12 https://www.uncdf.org/article/4405/how-emerging-technology-can-change-the-landscape-of-financial-inclusion 
13https://medium.com/@mumtaz.feui/indonesias-emergence-of-digital-platforms-in-agriculture-facts-after-several-years-
9bc4ff32b661 
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discover off-takers in a given area and match them with producers/suppliers, as fintech companies do 

face the same issues as banks, after all. Notably, the CEO of Crowde said that no fintech companies in 

Indonesia is generating profit at this juncture. 

3.1.3.1 Crowde 

Crowde is a fintech company that illustrates the opportunities and challenges of operating in Indonesia. 

Crowde (founded in 2015) is a P2P lender but lends inputs (e.g., seeds) to farmers through mom-and-pop 

stores without making any direct cash transactions with farmers. Since fintech companies are not allowed 

to originate loans directly, their loans are booked on the sourcing banks’ balance sheets. Crowde sources 

capital from Mandiri and NGOs at a very high cost of capital (~18%). Farmers, in turn, borrow at ~30% (6 

months loan) from Crowde, also very high. Last year Crowde disbursed $10 million with an NPL ratio of 

~2%. The proportion of bad debt has significantly declined vs. previous periods. The company is aiming to 

disburse $50m, reaching 100,000 farmers by the end of 2020, vs. its current reach of 24,000 farmers across 

137 villages. The company is also targeting to reach two million farmers in five years. While the company 

is still loss making, the CEO believes that it would break even if 10,000 farmers were active simultaneously.  

3.1.4 Government’s initiatives 

3.1.4.1 Kredit Usaha Rakyat 

KUR (Kredit Usaha Rakyat) is likely to the most prominent among the government’s initiatives. KUR 

(launched in 2007) is a scheme whereby the government provides concessionary capital to commercial 

banks to drive loan disbursement to SMEs (and farmers). The Ministry of Cooperative and SME provide 

interest subsidies. Utilizing this scheme, MOA aims to drive commercial banks to allocate more capital to 

agriculture.  

Distribution of KUR is done through direct and indirect methods. Direct means that MSMEs and 

cooperatives can directly access KUR at branch and sub-branch offices of implementing banks (which are 

mostly state-owned banks, and also other commercial banks/financial institutions). BRI, BNI, and Bank 

Mandiri are the largest distributors (with BRI being the largest). MSMEs can also indirectly access KUR 

through MFIs and KSP (Cooperative Savings and Loans) and USP (Unit Savings and Loans) Cooperatives, or 

through other linkage program activities in collaboration with implementing banks.14  

According to MOA officials, only 1.294 million farmers took KUR loans in 2019, (Note: MOA has no target 

number of farmers to reach). The MOA officials attributed the low utilization of KUR to limited bankability 

of farmers, as they often lack collateral. Furthermore, MOA argues that the agriculture sector is 

considered high risk as it is vulnerable to weather, diseases, and pests and that farmers offer relatively 

small profit, and their repayment is difficult to control (see Annex 1). 

3.1.5 Other initiatives 

❖ PT Permodalan Nasional Madani (PNM), a state-owned enterprise, is targeting the portion of the 

population that is beyond KUR’s target with the following two programs:  

 

14 https://www.bi.go.id/id/moneter/informasi-kurs/transaksi-bi/Default.aspx 
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o Mekkar – purely microfinancing, group-based, reaching 6 million beneficiaries (IDR 0-

5m/loan), with annual interest rates of 25%  

o Ulamm – a graduation scheme of Mekkar, which goes beyond microfinancing 

(>IDR10m/loan) 

❖ The Public Service Agency (BLU) at the Ministry of Finance also has a program to lend money to 

non-bankable farmers with a maximum loan size of IDR 10 million. 

3.2 Regulatory landscape  

The Table 3 below summarizes Indonesia’s regulatory landscape including relevant  agencies and their 

coverage. 

Table 3: Regulatory Landscape of Indonesia 

 

Source: APRACA 

The most recent Law on Microfinance Institution No. 1 was enacted in January 2013, which specified two 

types of MFIs to be recognized by the law: the cooperative and limited liability company (PT). The law also 

required that all microfinance institutions have a legal business license as a microfinance institution and 

that unregistered microfinance institutions obtain a business license as a microfinance institution from 

OJK at the latest on 8 January 2016.15 

3.3 Insurance availability 

This study did not focus on insurance availability, therefore, further insurance research should be 

conducted going forward, as most farmers interviewed during the study preparation indicated that they 

 

15 APRACA RuFBeP Publication 2015-16/2 page 14 
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are scarcely covered by insurance. Understandably, agricultural insurance in Indonesia is relatively new, 

and there has not historically been a tradition of agricultural crop and livestock insurance.16  

Nonetheless, according to PISAgro, there are government insurance programs and non-government 

insurance services available for farmers in Indonesia. Jasindo Agri, for example, is appointed by the 

government as a program implementer with several insurance programs (see Annex 1). 

4 Agriculture Financing Constraints 

According to the Asia-Pacific Rural and Agricultural Credit Association (APRACA) the main issues 

associated with agriculture financing that make service delivery cost-prohibitive17 in Indonesia are as 

follows:  

▪ information asymmetries between market participants,  

▪ lack of suitable collateral, 

▪ high transaction costs,  

▪ high risk, contract enforcement problems,  

▪ high operating costs, 

▪ formal banking procedures,  

▪ prevalence of Islamic prohibitions against interest-based lending, 

▪ physical access difficulties,  

▪ weak institutional capacity,  

▪ lack of enabling policy environment,  

▪ seasonality, and remote areas (mountainous and scattered geography).  

The study found that the limited bankability of farmers is the biggest issue underlying farmers’ limited 

access to credit. Indonesian farmers are largely excluded from formal financial services and most financing 

goes to larger, commercial plantations. 

The IFC argues that the lack of collateral is a problem for the 90% of Indonesian smallholders, who do not 

have formal title to their land. Otherwise, their limited bankability is attributable to the small farm size 

( about one hectare on average) and the lack of strong farmer groups that can help input access, channel 

fertilizers, enhance credit access, and market produce.18 Moreover, lending to smallholder farmers 

requires both frequent farmer contacts and repayment facilitation, which generally increases operating 

costs per loan. 

To make matters worse, Indonesian commercial banks are in the process of tightening credit standards as 

economic growth is at risk, due in part to slower trade and weaker commodity exports, exacerbated by 

the outbreak of coronavirus. 

 

16 Reyes, Celia M.; Agbon, Adrian D.; Mina, Christian D.; Gloria, Reneli Ann B. (2017) : Agricultural insurance program: Lessons 
from different country experiences, PIDS Discussion Paper Series, No. 2017-02, Philippine Institute for Development Studies 
(PIDS), Quezon City 
17 APRACA RuFBeP Publication 2015-16/2 page 17 
18 IFC - Indonesia Agri-finance Promoting Financial Inclusion for Farmers 
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 Also, components of the supply chain (both commerce and manufacturing) that depend on imports are 

at risk of cash-flow weakness. As for services, the tourism and hospitality industries are likely to be 

severely damaged as well. These trends will likely lead to higher NPL formation, which will likely result in 

higher credit costs.  

Moreover, as banks are in the process of finalizing the way banks calculate their loan loss provisions (FRS9 

adjustments) to book value, the equity erosion will likely be worse than projected. For the intermediate-

term, banks are likely to reassess credit criteria and tighten lending. Therefore, the market conditions are 

certainly not conducive to agriculture credit growth in Indonesia.19 These include inefficiencies at the 

production stage, aggregation and product quality deficiencies, downstream logistics bottlenecks, food 

safety issues (especially for perishable products), inadequate value chain financing, and lack of technical 

capacity and entrepreneurship. 

The study found that the liquidity and physical accessibility of the banking system are less of a concern 

in the Indonesian landscape. As it was discussed in the section “Financial Landscape” above, in Indonesian 

market there exists multiple funding actors and the network of banking actors is well developed. 

5 Recommendations  

This study focused mostly on the supply-side of capital and found that there is ample liquidity in the 

banking system and that an expansion in financial institutions’ physical network is neither the most 

effective nor likely. On the other hand, financing issues on the demand-side of capital appear to be more 

prominent. Therefore, further investigation of the demand-side of the equation should be the next logical 

step to take, in conjunction with a thorough value chain assessment. At this juncture, some multiple 

possible actions and interventions are recommended. 

5.1 Proposed interventions 

It is recommended to undertake efforts to enhance the bankability of farmers on an individual level as 

well as on a farmer group level. On an individual level, a key intervention would be to aid farmers in 

improving their creditworthiness by, for example, focusing on their collateral. Several farmers indicated 

that they own land but lack certificates. The IFC argues that the lack of collateral is a problem for the 90% 

of Indonesian smallholders, who do not have formal title to their land.20 Therefore, improving land tenure 

security is crucial, although the significant time and resources required to complete this process must be 

taken into consideration. The theory of change is that tenure positively impacts credit access, so carefully 

executed land tenure reform should drive agricultural investment and economic development.21   

It is also recommended to strengthen farmers’ relationships with their input suppliers and/or off-taker 

value chain partnerships.22 This is also a time and resource-consuming process, however, it is another 

effective way to enhance farmers’ bankability. One approach would be to adopt an aggregator model, 

 

19 Indonesia Banks. Booking gains as prices move closer to fair value; Downgrade BMRI, BBRI, and BBNI to N. JP Morgan. Asia 
Pacific Equity Research 26 February 2020 
20 IFC - Indonesia Agri-finance Promoting Financial Inclusion for Farmers 
21 https://www.ifpri.org/publication/evaluating-impact-land-tenure-and-titling-access-credit-uganda 
22 Based on an interview with PISAgro  
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which already exists in Indonesia. For example, KUR may be provided to aggregators who in turn lend 

working capital to farmers. The commercial bank in this context only looks at the aggregator as the single 

borrower of KUR and is responsible for the repayment of the whole loan portfolio. The aggregator to some 

extent acts as a guarantor for all the lines of credit under him. The aggregator has better knowledge of 

the character of the farmers working with him; hence, he should be able to make rational choices in 

deciding to which farmer he lends, the size and duration of each loan, and on how many lines of credit he 

can manage. This can solve the asymmetric information problem for the banking industry since banks do 

not always have a concrete grasp of the farming business and how to appraise credit extended to 

individual farmers. The main problem of this approach is finding the ‘right’ aggregators, as they need to 

possess good character and economic development motivation. Regional governments are normally 

equipped to provide recommendations on the list of aggregators in their respective areas.23  

Capacity development for farmers is needed. The study found that farmers need training and provision 

of extension services in the areas of technology adoption, climate change adaptation, and sustainable 

production. Training in financial management and business planning should also be offered along with 

these services. 

Currently, the project is planning to organize farmers into farmer organizations, but regulations do not 

allow farmer organizations to have direct access to bank funding. Therefore, conducting policy dialogue 

to ease such restrictions would be an additional potential intervention, including easing legalization 

requirements for farmer organizations. The IFC argues that the limited bankability of farmers in Indonesia 

is attributable to small farm size and lack of strong farmer groups that can help with input access, 

channeling fertilizers, enhancing credit access, and marketing products. Moreover, lending to smallholder 

farmers requires both frequent farmer contacts and repayment facilitation, which generally increases 

operating costs per loan. Therefore, forming well-governed and functional farmer organizations would 

greatly improve farmer prospects, though this process may take multiple years. Ideally, transforming a 

farmer organization into a PT (limited liability company) would be the next logical step. For this, an 

additional intervention would be to set up a grant-providing fund for establishing and strengthening 

farmer organizations. The Ministry of Agriculture used to have the Village Agribusiness Development 

Program (PUAP), and this proposed grant fund would be a recreation of it. Notably, impact investors’ debt 

investments in agriculture have frequently targeted cooperatives in Indonesia, whereas equity deals have 

targeted enterprises that work closely with farmers to provide them end-to-end support, including 

processing and market linkages, according to the Global Impact Investment Network (the GIIN).24 

In addition, the creation of an entrepreneur incubation fund could also provide grant funding to train 

farmers. In sum, while the two-week scoping mission made it clear that the creation of farmer 

organizations is important, strong leadership is also an essential piece of the puzzle, and an entrepreneur 

incubation fund could make strides in enhancing nascent leadership.  

The facilitation of partnerships with financial intermediaries (e.g., banks and MFIs) and fintech 

companies is also suggested as an important intervention. Many financial institutions are heavily 

subsidized KUR dealers, and therefore it is difficult to make economic sense for the value chain project to 

 

23 Based on a meeting with IFC 
24 The Global Impact Investing Network, http://www.thegiin.org/. 
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directly promote their KUR programs. Still, there are others with which the initiative can collaborate. 

These financial intermediaries first need to be educated on the merits of farmer organizations within their 

NPLs. Likewise, the value chain project could effectively partner with fintech companies, thereby enabling 

these fintechs to upscale their business models which, in turn, would augment farmers’ access to credit.   

The interventions discussed above are focused mainly on increasing the volume of lending to farmers, 

but it is also important to promote sustainability in the process. One approach could be to integrate 

sustainability/SDG compliance into loan applications. The theory of change in this scheme is that an 

integration of sustainability into the loan origination process has the potential to catalyze farmers and 

agribusinesses to operate more sustainably. This proposal is designed to make agriculture lending more 

sustainable, responsible, and inclusive. In the process, the project’s role will be to provide necessary 

support in the following areas: policymaking, loan origination, farming operations, and agribusiness 

operations. This approach could be a direct way of aligning lending operations with the SDGs. 

The following four points were identified regarding sustainability: First, the government is keen to 

promote sustainability in lending practices, but a series of financial sector interviews implied that the 

government’s guidelines have not been effectively enforced. Second, producers are likewise interested in 

operating more sustainably, partly because climate changes are impacting them in various ways. Third, 

there was no financial institution whose loan application explicitly requires compliance with sustainability 

principles. Fourth, almost all officials at the government bodies and banks expressed interest in exploring 

the integration of sustainability principles in the loan application. Therefore, incorporating sustainability 

into their lending practices seems to be a viable step. 

An example of how this idea can be put into practice is as follows: Loan application forms could have a 

checkbox to require the borrower to promise to operate sustainably, responsibly, and inclusively. The 

borrower would then be required to report its progress by a predetermined date to qualify for the 

following round of borrowing. Ideally, the borrower’s acceptance to adopt sustainable practices would be 

supported by some sort of economic incentive for him/her (i.e., payment for eco-services).    

Of course, the provision of necessary services and training for credit officers and farmers would be 

essential in this scheme. Determination of the exact types of services that would be feasible to offer and 

adoptable would be a challenge, though the Principles for Responsible Investment in Agriculture and Food 

Systems could offer direction.25  

Another possible intervention would be to facilitate partnering with private sector actors such as food 

manufacturers, retailers, value chain SMEs, and E-commerce platforms as potential off-takers. These 

actors could function as intermediaries to channel capital to producers. These partnerships could help 

farmers manage the pre-harvest cash crunch better, in addition to offering off-take contracts. In this 

scheme, private sector actors could also help finance farmers to operate sustainably (e.g., fund farmers 

to comply with the principles of Good Agriculture Practice) and achieve better traceability. Finally, private 

sector actors could participate in value chain infrastructure development projects. 

 

25 http://www.fao.org/3/a-au866e.pdf 
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Exploring partnerships with SME accelerators would be another potential intervention.  The SME Food 

sector is booming in Indonesia, and accelerators are becoming increasingly more powerful. Seed- and 

early-stage enterprises have been exhibiting high demand for investment capital. In Indonesia, the Angel 

Investment Network Indonesia (ANGIN) has been helping to fill the early-stage funding gap. Along the 

same lines, investments that could enable farmers to move up the agricultural value chain, like near-farm 

processing and packaging, offer substantial opportunities.26 Accelerice (funded by Indofood), Digitarasa 

(founded by Gojek), and ANGIN are potential partners in the space. 

Partnering with major value chain companies is 

also a promising route. Among food manufacturers, 

Unilever Indonesia and Indofood CBP are two 

potential partners to pursue. Unilever Indonesia has 

strong ESG interests and has also had some supply 

issues in the past. Unilever’s typical supply issues 

have been related to coconut sugar and black beans. 

Unilever recently launched a new product called 

Jawara Chili Sauce. Thus, gaining better access to 

key ingredients (such as chili) should be attractive 

for the company.27 

For illustration of recommended interventions, 

please refer to Annex 4. 

5.2 Value chain development blended 

finance facility 

The establishment of an innovative blended finance facility to sustainably finance the aforementioned 

interventions is also an option. Development capital to implement interventions is certainly critical but 

not sufficient to ensure the sustainability of their effects. Participation by the private sector is 

indispensable, because it can amplify the impact, and its profit motive makes the implementation more 

efficient and sustainable. Still, development projects, particularly in agriculture, are often considered to 

be too risky for private sector actors; therefore, risk mitigation is a prerequisite for their participation. 

In this value chain development project, the aforementioned interventions will function as a major source 

of risk mitigation. An effective application of an innovative blended financing facility could also add 

another layer of risk mitigation. (see Annex 3). 

Notably, IFC has indicated interest in becoming a partner for the value chain development blended finance 

facility by potentially providing first loss capital. Global Affairs Canada presumably has a pool of capital for 

this type of scheme as well, according to IFC. ADM Capital that manages the Tropical Landscapes Finance 

Facility (TLFF) in Indonesia could become the facility manager, as discussed below.  

 

26 The Landscape for Impact Investing in Southeast Asia. The Global Impact Investing Network. 
27 Based on a meeting with Citigroup Capital Markets 

Unilever, for example, has the Black SoyBean 

Farmers Development Program in Indonesia. 

Unilever provides technical assistance and financing 

to help smallholder farmers improve their 

productivity and boost their incomes from black 

soybeans. This program involves the distribution of 

seeds for free. Unilever also provides education 

programs to give farmers planting advice, teaching 

them how to increase yields and improve quality 

and efficiency. Unilever buys back the harvest to use 

for Bango, its market-leading sweet soy sauce 

brand.1 This could be a model for the value chain 

project to replicate.  

                Box 1: Unilever – Case study 
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Approximately $140 billion was mobilized by blended finance in 2018, which was near twice as much as 

five years before that.28 While the growth of blended finance deals seems great, this level is still de minimis 

compared to the theoretical financing gap to achieve the SDGs in developing countries. Indonesia certainly 

has had room to adopt innovative financing instruments, and one good example has been the Tropical 

Landscapes Finance Facility (TLFF), launched in October 2016. 

 

In summary, this facility would likely be the world’s first three-way blended finance facility, because 

this facility would be solidified by value chain interventions to be undertaken by the proposed project. 

Thus, this facility would benefit from the ‘built-in’ return enhancement and de-risking mechanism, which 

other traditional blended finance schemes seldom have or minimally have. The three-way blend, 

therefore, augments the other typical merits of blended financing, which are to amplify the impact of 

concessional capital and to improve potential risk-reward profile for for-profit investors (see diagram 

below). Of course, a successful alignment of partners would be indispensable for the facility. Lastly, this 

three-way blended finance scheme does not only have potential to succeed in Indonesia, but it also has 

the potential to be replicated across the world. 

 

 

28 Convergence estimate 

TLFF is an innovative financial platform that offers long-term loans and secures financing from the 

capital markets, consisting of two components: Tropical Landscapes Loan Facility, which provides 

access to long-term credit for commercial projects with measurable environmental and social impact 

as well as a financial return, and Tropical Landscapes Grant Fund, managed by a Jakarta TLFF Secretariat 

and the United Nations Office for project services to support pipeline development, education and 

grant funding, and monitoring and evaluation services to the Loan Facility.1 

TLFF has five partners: The United Nations Environment Program, the International Centre for Research 

in Agroforestry, ADM Capital, ADM Capital Foundation, and BNP Paribas. ADM Capital is the facility 

manager. ADM Capital is an investment manager with experience investing in private markets. With a 

20-year track record, ADM Capital has proprietary sourcing networks and extensive structuring 

capabilities.1 

For more details regarding the TLLF, see Annex 5 

Box 2: Case study of Tropical Landscapes Finance Facility 
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Figure 1: Three way- blended finance model 
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Annex 1. Financial Institutions and Programs in Indonesia 

Commercial Banks in Indonesia 

Commercial banks have 31,127 offices across 

Indonesia, a number which has declined slightly 

since 2015, when there were 32,953 offices. 

The top six banks’ branch and ATM counts are 

depicted in the chart to the right.  

These top six banks’ offices already account for 

over 30% of total commercial bank offices in the 

nation. However, it appears branch growth is 

not their major strategy, based on recent 

management commentary and a downward 

historical trend. Hence, it is prudent to assume 

that commercial banks will not be drivers of 

rural credit access in the near term. 

Some commercial banks have microfinance 

exposure, including the following: BRI’s 

microfinance unit, Regional Development Bank (BPD) at the provincial level, Unit Mikro Mandiri-Bank 

Mandiri, Danamon Simpan Pinjam, Bukopin Swamitra, and BTPN. The most prominent microfinance 

provider among the commercial banks is BRI’s Unit Desa (village bank), according to APRACA. The key 

feature of Unit Desa is that the units operate as profit centers with deposit and loan services. It provides 

individual lending, which is innovative in that it offers flexible loan terms adapted to local circumstances 

(social, economic, and cultural). Its targeted clients are low-income. Notable elements of Unit Desa are 

high outreach in savings mobilization and a high deposit-to-loan ratio.29 

Specialized banks in Indonesia: 

Specialized banks had 5,939 offices across Indonesia. Similar to commercial bank office trends, the 

number of specialized bank offices has not grown from 5,982 in 2015.30 

KUR – Dynamics: 

According to the government, the entities below are involved in the KUR program:31 

  

 

29 APRACA RuFBeP Publication 2015-16/2 page 72 
30 Indonesia Banking Statistics - Vol. 18 No. 1 December 2019 
31 http://kur.ekon.go.id/pihak-pihak-terlibat-kur 

Note: BMRI = Bank Mandiri; BBRI = Bank Rakyat Indonesia, BBNI = BNI; 

BDMN = Bank Danamon; BBCA = Bank Central Asia; BBTN = BTN; BMRI 

is merging with Permata Ban, which has 323 branches.   

Figure 2: Branch data of main Indonesian banks 
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Table 4: Stakeholders of KUR 

Government Supervisor Guarantor 

Coordinating Ministry for Economic Affairs OJK (FSA) 

General company (Perum) Indonesia Credit 

Guarantee 

Ministry of Finance BPKP Indonesian credit Insurance PT (Persero) 

Ministry of Cooperatives and SMEs   PT. Riau Regional Credit Guarantee 

Ministry of Industry   PT. West Sumatera Regional Credit Guarantee 

Ministry of Trade   Credit Guarantee PT Sumatera Selatan District 

Ministry of Manpower   PT. Bangka Belitung Regional Credit Guarantee 

Ministry of Agriculture   Central Java Credit Guarantee PT 

Ministry of Maritime and Fisheries   PT Regional Credit Guarantee DKI Jakarta 

Ministry of BUMN [state-owned enterprises (SOEs)]   PT Guarantee Jamkrindo Syariah 

Ministry of Home Affairs   PT UAF Credit Guarantee 

Cabinet Secretary   PT. Askrindo Syariah Financing Guarantee 

BNP2TKI     

BPKP (Financial and Development Supervisory 

Agency)     

Bappenas     

 

Dealer   

BRI (state-owned) BPD Sumbar 

Bank Mandiri (state-owned) BPD Riau Kepri 

BNI (state-owned) Bank Jambi 

Sinarmas Bank Bank Jabar Banten 

Maybank Kalsel Bank 

Bank Bukopin Bank NTB 

BTPN Bank Sumselbabel 

OCBC NISP Bank Papua 

Bank Permata Bank Lampung 

BCA BRI Syariah 

Bank Artha Graha BPD Bengkulu 

BPD Kalbar BPD Kalteng 
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BPD NTT CTBC 

BPD Bali BCA Finance 

BPD DIY Mega Finance 

BPD Sulselbar FIF 

BRI Agroniaga Adira Finance 

Bank Jateng KSP Kospin Services 

BPD Kaltim KSP Mas Torch 

BTN (state-owned) BPD Sultra 

BPD Sumatra Utara   

 

The government argues that KUR improves the welfare of low-income individuals by increasing the 

economies of scale of their businesses, underscoring that the composition of the distribution of Micro 

KUR has reached 65% of the total.32 

Under KUR, banks lend to SMEs at a 6% interest rate, and the government provides subsidized capital to 

KUR dealers. Given prevailing commercial lending rates of around 12-15% and microfinance rates over 

20%, KUR certainly offers attractive credit access to needy borrowers.  

  

 

32 http://kur.ekon.go.id/landasan-hukum 
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Table 5: KUR requirements and terms33 

 

 

As shown above, Micro KUR (max IDR 50m) does not require collateral. Therefore, it is reasonable to 

assume that the low bankability of farmers may not be the only reason behind the low utilization of Micro 

KUR and that limited accessibility and/or willingness of financial institutions may be another culprit.  

Nonetheless, the government is aiming to advance the KUR program further. The government announced 

in November 2019, it would raise the ceiling for KUR from IDR 140 trillion (US$10 billion) to IDR 190 trillion 

($13 billion), in line with government’s targeted allocation, as stated in the 2020 budget. The government 

also expects the figure to increase to IDR 325 trillion ($23 billion) by 2024. Micro KUR’s ceiling has also 

been raised from IDR 25 million ($1760) to IDR 50 million ($3510) per debtor. The government reduced 

the annual interest rate for KUR from 7% to 6% starting Jan. 1, 2020. The government has made significant 

changes to the KUR policy since 2015, with NPL ratio standing low at 1.2% and a total of 18 million debtors 

between August 2015 and September 2019.34 

Micro KUR’s target is IDR 50 trillion ($3.5 billion). Under KUR, the MOA’s targets include: Agriculture IDR 

50 trillion ($3.5 billion); food crops IDR 14.3 trillion ($1 billion), and horticulture IDR 6.4 trillion ($450 

million). Notably, the typical loan size is IDR 100m ($7000) for horticulture, and IDR 20m for food crops. 

The NPL ratio of KUR agriculture is 2%. 

 

33 Source: BRI 
34 https://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2019/11/13/government-to-reduce-kur-annual-interest-rate-to-6-percent-in-
2020.html 

Micro KUR requirements (according to BRI):

-       Individuals who carry out productive and viable businesses

-       Has been actively doing business for at least 6 months

-       Not receiving credit from banks except for consumer loans such as KPR (Home Ownership Loans), KKB (Motor Vehicle Loan), and credit cards

-       Administrative requirements: Identity in the form of KTP (Indonesian identity card), Family Card (KK), and business permit

Micro KUR’s terms:

-       Maximum loan of IDR 50 million/debtor

-       Loan types: Working Capital Loan (KMK) with a maximum term of three years/ Investment Loan (KI) with a maximum term of five years

-       Effective interest rate of 6% per year

-       No provision fee or administration fee

-       No collateral required

KUR requirements (according to BRI):

-       Have a productive and productive business

-       Not receiving credit from banks except for consumer loans such as KPR, KKB, and Credit Cards

-       Has been actively doing business for at least 6 months

-       Have a Micro and Small Business Permit (IUMK) or other business permit that can be equalized

KUR terms:

-       Loan of IDR 50 – 500 million

-       Loan types: Working Capital Loan (KMK) with a maximum term of three years; Investment Credit (KI) with a maximum term of five years

-       Effective interest rate of 6% per year

-       No provision fee or administration fee

-       Collateral per the bank’s regulation
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Table 6: KUR Target for 2020 by Province35 

 

According to Citigroup’s analysis, KUR 

accounts for nearly 10% of BRI’s total 

outstanding loans. BRI’s Kupedes 

(microfinance which charges ~20%) 

accounts for 18% of the total loans. From 

BRI’s perspective, the government gives 

the bank 11% in addition to the 6% 

payment from the KUR borrower, thereby 

yielding 17%. BRI’s cost of loan is 3.6%, and 

NIM is over 12-13% for KUR. Thus, this is a 

lucrative business for BRI. Cannibalization 

between KUR and Kupedes is not a major 

issue, as KUR is designed for first-time 

borrowers, and they graduate after a 

couple of KUR loans (likely to Kupedes). 36 

 

35 (Source: PELUANG DAN HAMBATAN KREDIT USAHA RAKYAT (KUR) SEKTOR PERTANIAN TAHUN 2020. Tenaman Pangan = 
Food crops;  Hortikultura = Horticulture; Perukebunan = Estate crops; Peternakan = Livestock) 
36 Comments by Ferry Wong, CFA, Strategy, Auto, Bank and Mid-to-Small Cap, Head of Indonesia and Philippines Equity Research, 
PT Citigroup Sekuritas Indonesia, Wednesday 10 March 2020, Jakarta, Indonesia 

NO. PROVINSI TANAMAN PANGAN HORTIKULTURA PERKEBUNAN PETERNAKAN JUMLAH

1  ACEH 176.350                       143.886                    570.360                32.470                    923.066             

2  BALI 46.300                          162.309                    244.440                631.620                  1.084.669          

3  BANTEN 146.000                       84.429                       427.770                5.560                       663.759             

4  BENGKULU 56.400                          62.940                       590.730                18.400                    728.470             

5  DI YOGYAKARTA 104.650                       108.341                    346.290                222.080                  781.361             

6  DKI JAKARTA -                                    300                            -                             4.470                       4.770                  

7  GORONTALO 362.900                       25.750                       264.810                13.080                    666.540             

8  JAMBI 61.600                          60.572                       896.280                26.570                    1.045.022          

9  JAWA BARAT 768.017                       783.518                    733.320                262.780                  2.547.635          

10  JAWA TENGAH 1.171.554                    1.433.484                 855.540                2.363.680               5.824.258          

11  JAWA TIMUR 2.064.923                    1.441.114                 977.760                2.097.320               6.581.117          

12  KALIMANTAN BARAT 188.950                       60.585                       1.059.240             38.500                    1.347.275          

13  KALIMANTAN SELATAN 210.450                       62.711                       774.060                142.860                  1.190.081          

14  KALIMANTAN TENGAH 87.700                          13.769                       672.210                26.390                    800.069             

15  KALIMANTAN TIMUR 38.600                          21.609                       957.390                33.310                    1.050.909          

16  KALIMANTAN UTARA 6.900                            11.118                       325.920                7.440                       351.378             

17  BANGKA BELITUNG 6.100                            8.930                         305.550                8.680                       329.260             

18  KEPULAUAN RIAU 560                               6.790                         896.280                8.650                       912.280             

19  LAMPUNG 741.575                       120.655                    916.650                676.570                  2.455.450          

20  MALUKU 30.200                          15.884                       468.510                4.140                       518.734             

21  MALUKU UTARA 93.600                          2.400                         244.440                1.500                       341.940             

22  NUSA TENGGARA BARAT 441.250                       623.513                    346.290                370.470                  1.781.523          

23  NUSA TENGGARA TIMUR 448.850                       41.548                       366.660                158.050                  1.015.108          

24  PAPUA 21.100                          11.690                       203.700                72.080                    308.570             

25  PAPUA BARAT 2.550                            1.000                         203.700                15.450                    222.700             

26  RIAU 31.600                          48.726                       896.280                11.590                    988.196             

27  SULAWESI BARAT 194.950                       18.108                       733.320                48.360                    994.738             

28  SULAWESI SELATAN 736.809                       225.413                    835.170                1.094.500               2.891.892          

29  SULAWESI TENGAH 146.350                       59.389                       794.430                40.490                    1.040.659          

30  SULAWESI TENGGARA 96.250                          23.063                       448.140                51.450                    618.903             

31  SULAWESI UTARA 489.600                       28.506                       977.760                47.220                    1.543.086          

32  SUMATERA BARAT 288.500                       293.391                    346.290                225.490                  1.153.671          

33  SUMATERA SELATAN 378.200                       95.047                       896.280                65.080                    1.434.607          

34  SUMATERA UTARA 571.785                       290.516                    794.430                183.700                  1.840.431          

Alsin Pasca Panen dan Pengolahan 4.018.877                    -                                 -                             -                               4.018.877          

14.230.000                 6.391.004                20.370.000         9.010.000              50.001.004   TOTAL

Figure 3: Indonesian Banks ROA and Yield 
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Micro KUR loans generate one of the highest ROAs among the loan segments in Indonesia (see the chart 

on the right); therefore, an increase in Micro KUR makes economic sense for KUR dealers.37 Mandiri and 

BNI are the other two major players in KUR. KUR is likewise an attractive business for Mandiri and BNI, as 

they do not have microfinance businesses. BNI is more of a corporate bank (with a lower yielding loan 

book than retail/micro); therefore, KUR is particularly attractive for BNI. Moreover, state-owned 

insurance companies, Jamkrindo and Askrindo, guarantee KUR loans; therefore, KUR is essentially a risk-

free business for KUR dealers.38  

In terms of reach, BRI has the widest branch network across the country, but the branch capacity in and 

of itself does not accurately describe the actual accessibility of BRI. BRI works with Brilink agents who are 

owners of Warungs (mom and pop retail shops). Warungs serve as bank service access points for cash 

transfers across the country, and each time an individual transfers money, the Warung receives a fee of 

IDR 3000. There are 420,000 Warungs across the country, and these agents can function as referral 

sources.  This could theoretically drive BRI’s KUR expansion, with much greater reach than BRI’s branch 

network would imply.39   

  

 

37 ASEAN Banks. On a slower growth path as macro bites. 2018. Goldman Sachs. 
38 Comments by Ferry Wong, CFA, Strategy, Auto, Bank and Mid-to-Small Cap, Head of Indonesia and Philippines Equity Research, 
PT Citigroup Sekuritas Indonesia, Wednesday 10 March 2020, Jakarta, Indonesia 
39 Comments by Ferry Wong, CFA, Strategy, Auto, Bank and Mid-to-Small Cap, Head of Indonesia and Philippines Equity Research, 
PT Citigroup Sekuritas Indonesia, Wednesday 10 March 2020, Jakarta, Indonesia 
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Annex 2. Jasindo Agri’s insurance programs 

 

Table 7: Jasindo't agri-insurance products 

1. Paddy Farming Business Insurance (AUTP)  2. Cattle Business Insurance (AUTS) 

Provides protection to farmers from the threat of 

the risk of crop failure as a result of the risk of 

floods, droughts, diseases and attacks of Plant 

Pests. 

Provide protection to cattle farmers from the 

threat of risk of death due to calf, disease and 

accidents as well as loss due to theft. 

Premium: IDR 180,000 (government assistance 

80% premium to IDR 36,000) 

Premium: IDR 200,000 (government assistance 

80% premium to IDR 40,000) 

Coverage: The maximum coverage price is IDR 

6,000,000 per hectare  

Coverage: The maximum coverage price is IDR 

10,000,000 per cow 

Farmers' criteria: Cultivating farmers or 

landowners with a maximum of 2 hectares 

Criteria for breeders: Breeders / Breeding & Small 

scale breeders regulated by law 

Land criteria: Irrigated land or rainfed land close 

to water sources Cattle Criteria: - Mother Cows / Female Cows  

Compensation: - Paddy age has passed 10 days of 

planting (HST)  - Minimum productive age of 1 year  

- The rice age is past 30 days (table / gogo 

scaffolding)  

- Have a clear identity (eartag, burnt stamp, 

livestock card, etc.)  

- Intensity of damage ≥ 75%  - Cows in good health  

- Area damage ≥75% in each natural plot  

e. Compensation: In accordance with the 

Coverage Price minus the proceeds of the sale of 

meat (in the case of cattle being slaughtered)  

Source: Jasindo Agri 

Jasindo Agri also offers non-government insurance protection programs including: Insurance Rice 

Farming, Cattle Business Insurance, Corn Farm Business Insurance, and Mandiri Fisherman Insurance. 

There are also emerging index insurance programs led by entities such as Syngenta Foundation (SFSA). 
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Annex 3. Blended finance for value chain development 

Blended finance: 

Blended finance is one way to implement this scheme. The OECD defines blended finance as “The strategic 

use of development finance for the mobilization of additional finance [i.e., commercial finance] towards 

sustainable development in developing countries.”40 

Blended finance utilizes concessional capital, often provided by public sector entities, to both de-risk and 

incentivize private and return-focused investment capital to participate in the deal. 

First loss capital’s effect on commercial capital mobilization 

The key to designing a blended finance facility is the de-risking mechanism. This paper proposes the use 

of first loss capital (FLC), as an effective mechanism to improve the risk-reward relationship of deals.  

Historical data compiled by Convergence suggests that the presence of FLC has been more success at 

mobilizing commercial capital than otherwise. 

 

Figure 4: Effect of First Loss Capital 

Potential first loss capital providers 

IFC has indicated interest in becoming a partner for the value chain development blended finance scheme 

by potentially providing first loss capital. Global Affairs Canada presumably has a pool of capital for this 

type of scheme as well, according to IFC.  

The mechanism of first loss capital 

The diagram below illustrates how first loss capital works. This diagram shows a successful case and an 

unsuccessful case of a blended finance facility and how first loss capital could improve investors’ returns 

and mitigate downside risk. 

 

40 OECD 
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Figure 5: How does First Loss Capital Work- Case of Conditionally Repayable Contribution41 

 

Market implied blended finance leverage 

Market implied blended finance leverage, derived in the model below, is a way to guide the ratio of 

commercial capital to concessional capital when designing a blended finance development facility: 

 

  

 

41 Illustration purposes only 
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Table 8: Model of market implied blended finance leverage 

  Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value 

Intercept 22.7 10.77 2.11 0.04 

CDS -51.0 20.74 -2.46 0.02 

Energy -5.0 2.12 -2.37 0.02 

Financial -4.8 2.31 -2.08 0.04 

General -2.7 2.24 -1.22 0.23 

Agri -5.7 2.53 -2.24 0.03 

Log Size -0.7 0.52 -1.31 0.20 

Adj R
2
= 0.1, n = 49 (consisting only of blended finance funds)  

Source: Calculation based on deal data compiled by Convergence. CDS data retrieved from http://pages.stern.nyu.edu/~adamodar/New_Home_Page/datafile/ctryprem.html 

 

Example:  

Market implied blended finance leverage for a fund that invests in agriculture in Indonesia, with a 

hypothetical deal size of $100 million:  

= 22.7 + -51.0 * 2.15% [Indonesia’s CDS] – 5.7 + -0.7 * Ln ($100 million)  

= 3.28 

Concessional capital = $100 million/(1+3.28) = $23 million 

For-profit capital = $100 million - $23 million = $77 million 

Based on this model, concessional capital of $23 should be able to mobilize $77 million of private sector 

capital. 
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Other agriculture-focused blended finance investment facilities/funds 

This segment focuses solely on blended financing vehicles for agricultural development, launched during the last ten years, based on data complied by 
Convergence. There were 44 blended finance agricultural investment vehicles as of 2019, including 29 funds, 4 facilities, and 5 projects. Their focus areas were 
diverse, including SME, microfinance, leasing, value chain, deforestation, etc. Eleven of these vehicles explicitly targeted 
smallholder farmers. The 44 vehicles’ geographical mandates included MENA and/or Sub-Saharan Africa (18 vehicles), Latin 
America and Caribbean (11), and Global (7). The table below has those with blended finance leverage data.  
The median size of the 44 vehicles was $39.0 million. The majority of these vehicles are likely to be too small for major 
institutional investors. By contrast, the average size of all food and agriculture funds is $166 million, according to data 
compiled by Valoral Advisors. Similarly, the median size of the entire blended finance database of 400 deals (complied by 
Convergence) was $61.5 million. 
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Source: Convergence and desk research   

Name Type Instruments Sector Focus area(s) Region Countries Sponsor Investors HQ Location TA Inception Size (USD)

For-profit / 

Concessional 

Capital Ratio

African Agriculture 

and Trade 

Investment Fund 

(AATIF)

Fund

Debt, 

mezzanine or 

equity.

Agriculture, 

Financial 

Services

The entire agriculture value chain as well as 

financial institutions

Middle East and North Africa, 

Sub-Saharan Africa

Botswana 

COMESA

Ghana

Mauritius

Nigeria

Kenya

Zambia

Deutsche Bank 

Group

KfW, Private-sectors investors, CFC

OeEB

Bourmicht, 

Bertrange, 

Luxembourg

The TA Facility is managed 

by the Common Fund for 

Commodities (CFC). 
2011 146,000,000 1.86

African Agriculture 

Capital Fund (AACF)
Fund

A combination 

of equity, 

quasi-equity, 

equity related 

and debt

Agriculture Agriculture supply chain cos Sub-Saharan Africa
Kenya, Malawi, 

Uganda

Pearl Capital 

Partners

The Rockefeller Foundation, the Bill and 

Melinda Gates Foundation, The Gatsby 

Charitable Foundation, JP Morgan Chase 

Social Finance and USAID. 

Kampala & Nairobi

Technical assistance 

facility of US$1.5 million 

from USAID
2011 25,000,000 0.47

African Agriculture 

Fund (AAF)
Fund Equity Agriculture

Food production and growing consumer 

demand

Middle East and North Africa, 

Sub-Saharan Africa
Phatisa

AFD, Proparco, African Development Bank, 

AECID, the Development Bank

of Southern Africa (DBSA), the West African 

Development Bank (BOAD),

the ECOWAS Bank of Investment and 

Development (EBID), Overseas Private

Investment Corporation (OPIC), etc.

Mauritius 2009 246,000,000 1.46

Agrodesarrollo Fund Equity?

Agriculture, 

Financial 

Services

Agribusiness Latin America & the Caribbean Chile IDB Invest

The main investor of this fund is the 

Chilean Economic Development Agency 

(CORFO) and the Multilateral Investment 

Fund (MIF), the a Interamerican 

Development Bank´s fund of funds.

Santiago 2010 28,000,000 7.00

Danish Agribusiness 

Fund (DAF)
Fund

Equity, 

mezzanine 

finance (equity-

like loans)

Agriculture The entire agribusiness value chain Global

Investment Fund 

for Developing 

Countries (IFU)

Public funding of DKK 300m ($45m) comes 

from the Danish State and IFU, while the 

private funds totaling DKK 500m($75m) 

come from the pension funds Pension 

Denmark, PKA and PFA.

Copenhagen

Sector technical 

assistance and studies, 

e.g. impact studies, 

market research, 

awareness campaigns.

2016 119,000,000 8.03

EcoEnterprises 

Fund III
Fund

Mezzanine, 

quasi-equity, 

and long-term 

debt

Agriculture

Agriculture, agro-forestry, aquaculture, 

ecotourism, certified forestry, and wild-

harvested products.

Latin America & the Caribbean

Bolivia, Brazil, 

Colombia, Costa 

Rica, Ecuador, 

Guatemala, 

Mexico, 

Nicaragua, 

Panama, Peru

The Nature 

Conservancy 

(TNC)

EIB, FMO, JP Morgan, Oiko Credit, Calvert, 

Norfund, Talgra, CFC, Mosaico, etc.

San Jose, Costa 

Rica 2014 80,000,000 4.00

Omnivore Partners 

India Fund 2
Fund Agriculture Agribusiness - series A and start-ups South Asia India

Omnivore 

Partners

Investors in the fund include KfW, SIDBI, the 

Dutch Good Growth Fund, The Rockefeller 

Foundation, Ceniarth, RBL Bank and the 

Sorenson Impact Foundation. 

Mumbai 2017 46,000,000 1.31

Sustainable 

Landscapes in 

Eastern Madagascar 

(MSLF)

Fund Loans
Agriculture, 

Energy

Forests and land use; Health, food and 

water security; Livelihoods of people and 

communities; Ecosystems and ecosystem 

services

Sub-Saharan Africa Madagascar
Conservation 

International (CI)

US$ 35 million equity investment through 

the European Investment Bank (EIB 

Component)

Arlington VA 2016 70,000,000 2.63

Victus Chile Fund Equity? Agriculture Agribusiness Latin America & the Caribbean Chile Sembrador Santiago 2014 35,000,000 1.65

Table 9: Other Agriculture Blended finance investment facilities 
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The Indonesia Value Chain Development Blended Finance Facility – Conceptual Diagram 

 

The diagram on the following page lays out the concept of a value chain development blended finance 

facility. Its key features are illustrated below: 

1: The Indonesian government initiates the value chain development project. 

2-3: GOI and the World Bank Group(WBG) develop the project plans and GOI executes the interventions 

across the value chain, intended to improve investment prospects (i.e., risk mitigation and return 

enhancement). 

4-5: The WBG conducts due diligence to select a general partner (GP) and establish the value chain 

development blended finance facility. ADM Capital is likely to be a good candidate to be the GP. The size 

of the facility will depend on the total size of the investment pipeline, and the next crucial step is 

therefore to develop the pipeline.  

6-7: Concessional capital owners (potentially consisting of IFC(from WBG) and Global Affairs Canada 

etc.) provide first loss capital, which flows into the non-profit feeder fund. 

8: Other concessional capital (but not first loss capital) also joins the pool of non-profit capital. 

9: Concessional capital owners also provide capital for technical assistance, thereby enabling the 

participation of other technical service providers such as FAO. 

10: The participation of concessional capital, particularly the presence of the first loss capital, mobilizes 

the commercial capital to invest in the facility. One way to achieve this is to underwrite a series of bonds 

and list them on the exchange in Singapore, which will enable direct access to capital markets.  

11-12: The blended capital in the facility gets disbursed through the following private sector actors, 

involving (but not limited to) financial intermediaries (e.g., banks and MFIs), fintech, input suppliers, 

aggregators, accelerators, value chain SMEs, and large food manufacturers, retailers, and exporters. 

13. The repayments from the value chain get channeled back to the facility. 

14. Only principals are repaid to concessional capital providers, and as the gain from the investments are 

distributed among commercial investors, offering them return enhancement. 

15. Commercial investors receive the investment distribution, and in case the facility incurs a loss, they 

receive a distribution net of the effects of the first loss capital (=risk mitigation). 

16. GP receives facility management fees throughout the process and carried interests (performance fee 

in excess of the pre-set hurdle rate plus based on the achievement of the facility’s social impact, which is 

to be verified by a third party).  
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Figure 6: Indonesia Value Chain Development Blended Finance Facility- Conceptual Diagram 

Illustration purposes on
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Annex 4. Blended finance concept summary 

Summary exhibit 

 

 

 

 

  

(Note: this diagram is part of the financing scheme to be discussed in the 

Section 5 and built in the Indonesia Value Chain Development Blended Finance 

Facility – Conceptual Diagram on page 30) 

Figure 7: Summary of Facility Concept 
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Annex 5. The Tropical Landscapes Loan Facility (TLLF) 

 

Figure 8: Structure of Tropical Landscapes Loan Facility42 

TLFF launched its first transaction involving a $95 million sustainability bond to help finance a sustainable 

natural rubber plantation in February 2018. This corporate sustainability bond offering was the first in 

Asia and consisted of five tranches with tenors ranging from five years to 15 years. This transaction was 

 

42 Source: The Tropical Landscapes Finance Facility, March 2020 

Source: The Tropical Landscapes Finance Facility, March 2020 

Table 10: Transaction Highlights: Tranche 1 
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funded by PT Royal Lestari Utama (RLU), a joint venture between Michelin and Indonesia’s Barito Pacific 

Group, for climate smart, wildlife friendly, socially inclusive production of natural rubber in Jambi, Sumatra 

and East Kalimantan provinces.43 

 

 

43 The Tropical Landscapes Finance Facility, March 2020 


